We find, decidedly beneficial to the world, it is a fact that all history passed and profane teaches that the great author of woe and blessing in the working of his infinite providence, does not always choose his own as instruments for working good to mankind. Do there any man of the present age, who has any reputation as a philosopher or historian, who will attempt to decide whether the career of Napoleon was a benefit or injury to the human family at large. His influence was, and is even now felt in every contry in Europe, and will turn the tide of human affairs for at least a century to come, and for a man now to presume to say what will be the terminus of his influence, would be both speculatation and idle.

They have always been the apostles and advocates of that great son of nations, civil and religious liberty, have they not always been eminently men of action, who have devoted their liver, talents, and some even their life’s blood to the achievement of it. It gives infab to every branch of society, calls forth donor, talent, cultivation, and by that means encourages the arts, and all other improvement social moral and intellectual.